ABSTRACT. Goldman [3 J has introduced the notion of the length of a module with respect to a torsion theory and has studied finitely-generated Every nonzero submodule of a r-cocritical left R-module is r-cocritical and every r-cocritical left R-module is uniform. Moreover, a left R-module Al is r-cocritical for some torsion theory r ii and only if it is ^(M)-cocritical.
a module with respect to a torsion theory and has studied finitely-generated modules over left noetherian rings which have finite length. In this note
we simplify the proofs of some of Goldman's results and generalize them by removing both the finite-generation and noetherianness conditions.
0. Background and notation. Throughout the following, R will denote an associative (but not necessarily commutative) ring with unit element 1. We will denote by R-mod the category of all unitary left R-modules and will abuse notation by writing Al £ R-mod when we mean to say that Al is an object of R-mod.
The set of all (hereditary) torsion theories on R-mod will be denoted by R-tors.
The reader is referred to [2] , [4] , [7] for basic information about such theories. If r £ R-tors we denote the class of all r-torsion left R-modules by J and the class of all r-torsion-free left R-modules by J . The r-torsion subfunctor of the identity functor on R-mod is denoted by T.
(_). A submodule N of a left R-module
Al is said to be r-pure in Al if and only if M/N is r-torsionfree. The set R-tors is a complete lattice when we define r < r ii and only if J cJ i (or equivalently if and only if J 3 ^r') an<^ when, for any subset U of R-tors, /\U is characterized by JAU = \\{J \r £ fi. For each Al £ Rmod there is a unique largest element of R-tors relative to which Al is torsionfree. We denote this theory by ~x(M).
Let r e R-tors. A nonzero left R-module M is said to be r-cocritical if and only if Al is r-torsion-free and, for any nonzero submodule N oi Al, M/N is r-torsion. Such modules are discussed, under various names, in [2] and [8] .
Every nonzero submodule of a r-cocritical left R-module is r-cocritical and every r-cocritical left R-module is uniform. Moreover, a left R-module Al is r-cocritical for some torsion theory r ii and only if it is ^(M)-cocritical.
It is not true that every r £ R-tors is of the form x(^) f°r some r-cocritical left R-module Al. If a torsion theory r can be so represented then it is said to be prime [2] . Indeed, if r is prime then r = ~y(M) for every r-cocritical left R-module Al. We call the set of all prime torsion theories on R-mod the left spectrum of R and denote it by R-sp. If r £ R-tors we denote by pgen(r) the set of all prime torsion theories it £ R-sp satisfying n > r. (These are the ptime generalizations of r.) It is not always true that, for a given torsion theory r, we have r = Apgen(r). When this happens r is said to be semiprime.
If r = A U tor some U C Sx(^)l^ e R-mod is r-cocritical j then r is said to be strongly semiprime. The rings over which every torsion theory is semiprime and those over which every torsion theory is strongly semiprime are characterized in [6] , The latter are precisely the left seminoetherian rings, i.e. For each Al £ R-mod and each r £ R-tors let W(A1, r) be the set of all prime torsion theories tr satisfying both of the following conditions:
(1) it is a minimal element of pgen(z");
(2) a is a maximal element of supp(AI).
(1.3) Proposition.
If t e R-tors and M £ &T then invr(Al) = W(M, r).
Proof.
We have already noted that inv (Al) = pgen(r) n supp(AI) 2 W(M, r). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M £ Clr Proof. We will first prove that for any left R-module M ' £ J X(M) n ^x(M)
we have ass(M') C invxfM .(M '). This will prove one inclusion of (1). The proof of the reverse inclusion will be delayed until later. We will proceed In particular, we have ass(Al) C invx(".(A1) which is one direction of (1).
Since inv^^^Al) is a finite set, we immediately have (2).
The module Al certainly has at least one cocritical submodule N (i.e. 
